experiments. After stabilizing at the initial high temperature for a period of time, the temperature of all systems was decreased to the final experimental temperature at a cooling rate of 0.05 °C /min. PAT monitoring will be stopped after these systems reaches stability at the final temperature. Additionally, when sufficient supersaturation is achieved at certain temperature (37.5 °C for MC + PP and 31 °C for OC + PP, respectively), about 0.05g crystal seeds will be added to the crystallizer to induce nucleation, except for the "PC + PP" experiment. During these experiments, Raman and ATR-FTIR spectroscopic analysers were applied in combination to in-situ monitor the formation process of (m-, o-, p-) cresol-piperazine cocrystals. The final products were also analyzed by PXRD, DSC, FTIR, Raman and 1 H NMR.
Figure S2
The experimental conditions for the cocrystallization process monitored by PAT tools.
S3. Results & Discussion

S3.1. Crystal structures and structural consistency and variability
S3.1.1. Crystal structures and molecular arrangements
In MC_PP cocrystal, obtained by cocrystallizing PP and MC molecules, PP molecules occupy all the eight vertices and all six face-centers of the cuboid cell, while MC molecules fill in the void positions in the unit cell, as shown in Figure 1a ). The PP molecules mainly distributes on the XY-plane (or OAB-plane), and two layers of MC molecules (two yellow molecular layers) with opposite stacking direction, such as the filling of sandwich biscuit, are filled between the two opposite PP molecular chains (two green molecular chains), as shown in Figure 1b ). Along the z-axis (or oc-axis), two adjacent MC molecules layers interacting with different PP molecules layers are arranged in a herringbone-type fashion (the yellow sticky molecules), while the two MC molecules interacting with the same PP molecule are on two mutually parallel planes, connected by strong hydrogen bonding IUCrJ (2019) . 6, doi:10.1107/S2052252519012363 Supporting information, (O(1)-H(1D)···N(1)), as illustrated in Figure 1c ), marked as Synthons I under light purple shadow.
In adjacent two MC molecules layers along the y-axis (or ob-axis), the MC molecules are arranged in a cross-wise arrangement and show an interlocked structure, as shown in Figure 1b ). In addition, two types of supramolecular synthons composed of one PP molecule and two MC molecules are formed:
For Synthon I (as shown in Figure 1c ), under light purple shadow), PP molecule (molecule 2) is the symmetric center and two MC molecules (molecule 1 and 1') symmetrically distributed in the PP center on two parallel planes, mainly connected by strong hydrogen bonding (O(1)-H(1D)···N(1)), named as MC_PP. These three molecules are not on the same plane, but form three steps. For Synthon II (as shown in Figure 1c ), under light green shadow), PP molecule (molecule 2) is also the symmetric center and the two MC molecules (molecule 1 and 1') are distributed in the PP center on another two parallel planes, mainly connected by π···H hydrogen bonding (N(1)-H(1)···π), named as PI_MC_PP. And the angle between the two supramolecular synthons is about 90°, as shown in Figure 1c ), and the two primary synthons interacted by O(1)-H(1D)···N(1) and N(1)-H(1)···π assemble the one-dimension LSAM (LSAM (1D)), as shown in Figure 1c ). The LSAMs (1D) assemble into corrugated close-packing two-dimension LSAM (LSAM (2D)), as shown in Figure   1d ). And the 2D LSAMs are symmetrically inverted V-shape. There is no obvious interaction between the parallel MC molecules (molecules 1 and 1, or molecules 1' and 1'), so is the parallel PP molecules (molecules 2 and 2). As shown in Figure 1c ) and d), the three molecular chains consisting of molecules MC (1), molecules MC (1') and molecules PP (2) respectively, are parallel to each other.
Moreover, four MC molecules perfectly surround the PP molecule, preventing the interaction between the second PP molecule with this PP molecule. The types of supramolecular synthons and intermolecular interaction are summarized in Table 1 , and all the intermolecular interactions analyzed in this part are also verified by the following Hirshfeld surface (HS) analysis.
In the cocrystal of OC_PP formed by one PP molecule and two OC molecules, the crystal structure, the packing model and supramolecular synthons are almost identical to MC_PP cocrystal, although they belong to different crystal systems (OC_PP cocrystal belonging to monoclinic system and MC_PP cocrystal belonging to orthogonal system, respectively), as shown in Table S2 and Figure   S3 . PP molecules occupy all the eight vertices and body-center of the cuboid cell, while OC molecules fill in the void positions in the unit cell, as shown in Figure S3a ). There are also two types of vertically arranged supramolecular synthons, composed of one PP molecule and two OC molecules, and mainly connected by two different types of hydrogen bonding (O(1)-H(1A)···N(1), and N(1)-H(1)···π). In OC_PP cocrystal, PP molecules occupy all the eight vertices and body-center of the cuboid cell, while OC molecules fill in the void positions in the unit cell, as shown in Figure S3a ). The PP molecules mainly distribute on the XZ-plane (or OAC-plane), and only one layer of OC molecules IUCrJ (2019). 6, doi:10.1107/S2052252519012363
Supporting information, sup-7 (one yellow molecular layer), such as the filling of sandwich biscuit, are filled between the two opposite PP molecular chains (one PP molecular chain with green highlighted and one PP molecular chain without thickened and highlighted), as shown in Figure S3b ). In adjacent two OC molecules layers along the z-axis (or oc-axis), the molecules in different layers are not arranged in parallel, but arranged with a certain dihedral angle, as shown in Figure S3b ). In addition, there are also two types of supramolecular synthons, composed of one PP molecule and two OC molecules: For Synthon I (under light purple shadow), the PP molecule (molecule 2) is the symmetric center and two OC molecules (molecule 1 and 1') symmetrically distributed in the PP center on two parallel planes, mainly connected by strong hydrogen bonding (O(1)-H(1A)···N (1)), named as OC_PP, as shown in Figure S3c . These three molecules are not on the same plane, but form three steps. For Synthon II (under light green shadow), PP molecule (molecule 2) is also the symmetric center and two OC molecules (molecule 1 and 1') are distributed in the PP center on two parallel planes, mainly connected by π···H hydrogen bonding (N(1)-H(1)···π), named as PI_OC_PP, as shown in Figure   S3c . The angle between the two supramolecular synthons is almost about 90°, as shown in Figure   S3c ), and the two primary synthons interacted by O(1)-H(1A)···N(1) and N(1)-H(1)···π assemble the one-dimension LSAM (LSAM (1D)), as shown in Figure S3c ). The LSAMs (1D) assemble into corrugated close-packing two-dimension LSAM (LSAM (2D)), as shown in Figure S3d ), and the 2D
LSAMs are in a twisted inverted V-shape. There is no obvious interaction between the parallel OC molecules (molecules 1 and 1, or molecules 1' and 1'), so is the parallel PP molecules (molecules 2 and 2). As shown in Figure S3c ) and d), the three molecular chains consisting of molecules OC (1), molecules OC (1') and molecules PP (2) respectively, are parallel to each other. Four OC molecules perfectly surround the PP molecule, preventing the interaction between the second PP molecule with this PP molecule. The types of supramolecular synthons and intermolecular interaction are summarized in Table 1 .
In the unit cell of 1:1 PC_PP cocrystal, all the molecules are packed into the cell of the cuboid, and no molecules occupy the feature location, e.g. vertices, body-centers and face-centers, as shown in Figure S4a ). The PP molecules mainly distributes on the XY-plane (or OAB-plane), and two layers of PC molecules (one yellow sticky PC layer and one ball-stick PC molecule layer), like the filling of sandwich biscuit, are filled between the two opposite PP molecular chains (two green PP molecular chain with highlighted), as shown in Figure S4b ). The PP molecules are connected end to end along the y-axis (or ob-axis), forming a corrugated chain, which runs through the entire crystal, as shown in Figure S4b ) and S4d), and the PC molecules are connected at the bend of the zigzag chains, vertical to the PP molecule, as shown in Figure S4c ). On the same PP corrugated chain formed by N(1)-H(1)···N(2) between two different PP molecules, one PC molecule (molecule 1) and two mutually parallel but unconnected PP molecules (molecule 2 and 3) interact by hydrogen bonding O(1)-H(1D)···N(1) and N(2)-H(2)···π, respectively, as shown in Figure S4c ) and S4d). Nevertheless, there is no apparent and direct weak interaction between two adjacent (molecule 1 and 1') and/or parallel (molecule 1 and 1) PC molecules, as shown in Figure S4c ). Two adjacent PP chains has no other strong interaction except for van der Waals interaction. In two adjacent PC molecules layers along the z-axis (or oc-axis), the molecules in different layers between the two PP chains are not arranged in parallel, but arranged with a certain dihedral angle, as shown in Figure S4b ). The structural features and conformations of PC_PP cocrystal are apparently different from OC_PP cocrystal and MC_PP cocrystal and so are the interactions. The asymmetric unit of PC_PP cocrystal contains one PP molecule and one PC molecule, as shown in Table S2 and Figure S4 . Particularly, it is worth noting that there are three different supramolecular synthon modes in PC_PP cocrystal compared to the MC_PP and OC_PP cocrystals: expect for the two heterosynthons formed by PP and PC molecules interacted with O(1)-H(1D)···N(1) (named as PC_PP, synthon I) and the N(2)-H(2)···π ( named as PI_PC_PP, synthon II), respectively, another homosynthon is also formed by two PP molecules interacted with N(1)-H(1)···N (2), named as PP2 (synthon III), as shown in Table   1 and Figure S4 . Another unique feature is that the PP molecules are connected end to end, forming a corrugated chain, which runs through the entire crystal. And no molecules occupy the vertices, facecenter and body-center of the cuboid unit cell.
What is more, different from the MC_PP and OC_PP cocrystals, three types of supramolecular shown in Figure S4c ) (under light blue shadow). The homosynthon is consisted of two PP molecules and connected by N(1)-H(1)···N(2) hydrogen bonding, named as PP2, as shown in Figure S4c) (Synthon III, inside blue dotted frame). The three primary synthons assemble the one-dimension LSAM (LSAM (1D)), as shown in Figure S4c ). The LSAMs (1D) assemble into corrugated closepacking two-dimension LSAM (LSAM (2D)), as shown in Figure S4d ). And two corrugated PP molecules chains form two herringbone-type fashion in opposite direction. The three patterns of synthons are arranged at 90° to each other, forming a cyclic tetramer comprising of one PC and three PP molecules. The 1D/2D LSAMs in PC_PP cocrystal are quite different from 1D/2D LSAMs in MC_PP cocrystal and OC_PP cocrystal. The types of supramolecular synthons and intermolecular interaction are also summarized in Table 1 .
S3.1.2. Hirshfeld surface (HS) analysis and intermolecular interaction modes
Hirshfeld surface (HS) analysis is a useful tool for the quantitative analysis and an unbiased identification for fundamental discussion of the intermolecular interactions of all close contacts. Since the Hirshfeld surface is the electron density isosurface defined by the molecule and the proximity of IUCrJ (2019). 6, doi:10.1107/S2052252519012363
Supporting information, sup-10 its nearest neighbours, it can provide direct insight into intermolecular interactions in crystals (Spackman & Jayatilaka, 2009; Spackman et al., 2008; Ravat et al., 2015) . The Hirshfeld surface emerged from an attempt to define the space occupied by a molecule in a crystal for the purpose of partitioning the crystal electron density into molecular fragments (Spackman & Byrom, 1997) .
Generally, molecular Hirshfeld surfaces can be constructed by partitioning space in the crystal into regions where the electron distribution of a sum of spherical atoms for the molecule (the promolecule)
dominates the corresponding sum over the crystal (the procrystal) (McKinnon et al., 2004) . Using the HS analysis, a comparative analysis of intermolecular interaction in clusters and monomers was performed. The results are shown in Figure S5 , and Table 1 . further verify these hypotheses, spectrum and energy analysis of these potential synthons were performed both by experiments and by simulation using Gaussian 09. is for PC_PP cocrystal, respectively. the ATR-FTIR peak at 1591 cm -1 (ν C=C , Ring ) was chosen to represent MC, peak at 1319 cm -1 (δ C-H , CH2 ) was chosen to represent liquid PP and peak at 1285 cm -1 (ν C-O ) was chosen to represent t(MCPP), respectively, as shown in Figure 3 . As to OC_PP cocrystal formation, the ATR-FTIR peak at 1174 cm -1 (ν C-O ) was chosen to represent OC, peak at 1137 cm -1 (ν as (C-N) ) was chosen to represent liquid PP and peak at 1252 cm -1 (ν C-O ) was chosen to represent t(OCPP), respectively. And as to PC_PP cocrystal formation, the ATR-FTIR peak at 1602 cm -1 (ν C=C , Ring ) was chosen to represent PC, peak at form hydrogen bonding and eventually leads to a stronger deshielding effect and lower resonance field, meaning that the chemical shift of protons is increased. From Figure 4 , it can be seen that the chemical shift of OH on MC increases from 4.10 ppm to 4.90 ppm due to the formation of hydrogen bonding between N-H (PP) and O-H (MC) in the cocrystal and/or in the heterosynthons in toluene.
S3.2. Possible self-assembly patterns of supramolecular synthons in solution
S3.2.1. IR features of various synthons
Additionally, because of the very strong intermolecular O-H···N-H hydrogen bonding formed in toluene, the proton on hydroxyl group of MC is almost completely attracted by the N on the iminogroup of the PP (consistent conclusions can also be drawn from the calculated bond length shown in are similar to those of MC_PP cocrystal, as shown in Figure S8 and Table S3 . Meanwhile, the area of characteristic peaks was normalized to obtain the stoichiometric ratio of the heterosynthons in toluene solution. The results are shown in Table S3 . : Normalized values compared with the standard peak is processed by MestReNova software. In this process, the peak of TMS was selected as the standard peak.
c : Normalized values at the same concentration compared with the standard peak. (Wang et al., 2017) d : Standard peak, and the normalized value of the standard peak is 1.00.
S3.2.4. Intermolecular interaction energy of synthons.
From Table 2 , it can be seen that the interaction energies of all types of supramolecular synthons in the toluene solvent are higher than those of the corresponding synthons in gas-phase, which indicates that the solvation layers formed around a single molecule hinder the formation of hydrogen bonding and are not conducive to the formation of hydrogen bonding between two molecules. When the solvated molecules interact with each other to form dimers or trimers, the repulsive interaction of the solvation layers must be overcome first. In addition, the interaction energies of the heterodimers or heterotrimers combined with the π···H (N-H···π) hydrogen bonding are the highest, even higher than those of homodimers with the N-H···N hydrogen bonding, indicating that the dominant synthon are not the heterosynthons with the π···H (N-H···π) hydrogen bonding. Moreover, the energy of synthons with π···H (N-H···π) hydrogen bonding in the toluene solvent is significantly higher than that of synthons with π···H (N-H···π) hydrogen bonding in gas-phase while the difference of the O-H···N hydrogen bonding energy in toluene solvent and in gas-phase is far less than the difference of N-H···π hydrogen bonding energy. It indicates that the O-H···N hydrogen bonding is preferentially formed in the solvent and the N-H···π (and N-H···N for PC_PP cocrystal) hydrogen bonding is probably further formed in the process of cocrystal formation. Additionally, the energy of supramolecular synthons between MC_PP cocrystal and OC_PP cocrystal is very close. From the interaction energy point of view, the formation difficulty and stability of MC_PP and OC_PP are consistent. The lattice energy of MC_PP cocrystal and OC_PP cocrystal is almost the same, which can explain why the melting point of MC_PP cocrystal and OC_PP cocrystal is very close, as shown in Figure S11 . Nevertheless, the energy of the supramolecular synthons of PC_PP cocrystal is obviously different from the corresponding supramolecular synthons of MC_PP and OC_PP cocrystal, which shows variability in energy perspective. Compared with MC_PP cocrystal and OC_PP cocrystal, the energy of binary heterosynthons of PC_PP cocrystal is lower than the half of interaction energy of ternary scaling factor 0.9440 (Bao et al., https://comp.chem.umn .edu/ freqscale/version3b2.htm.) for M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) (Alecu et al., 2010) to disregard the anharmonicity present in the real system.
The lattice energy values (Li et al., 2018; Bisker-Leib & Doherty, 2001 ) of the cocrystals were performed with Forcite module of Materials Studio (MS) 7.0. The pcff force field was selected to optimize the crystal structure and compute the lattice energy. The optimization results of the crystal structure with the pcff force field are in good agreement with experimental results (the error of the computation is within 5%), which indicates that the implementation of MD simulations on cocrystals by the pcff force field is applicable (Li et al., 2018) .
Visualization and confirmation of calculated data were done by using the program GaussView. The ADCH charges (atomic dipole moment corrected Hirshfeld charge) and charge transfers were calculated by the wavefunction analysis program Multiwfn 3.6v . All isosurface maps were rendered by VMD 1.9.3 program (Humphrey et al., 1996) based on the outputs of Multiwfn 3.6v. And the Hirshfeld surface analysis were available in CrystalExplorer (Turner et al., 2017) .
